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Softs Technical Charts

NY 2nd Month Sugar Futures

NY sugar futures edged marginally higher yesterday, but the bullish momentum was not strong enough to break

back above 24.00 and futures closed at 23.39. The RSI is falling, and the MACD diff is positive and converging.

The stochastics have just converged on the downside while overbought, a strong sell signal. The rejection of

prices at 24.00 has formed a candle with a narrow body but a long wick on the upside, suggesting markets testing

and rejecting prices above near resistance. If prices were to break above this level, this could trigger a test of

24.09, the recent high. To confirm the shooting star formation, futures need to take out 23.00 and then robust

support at 10 DMA at 22.66. A break below this level would confirm the outlook for lower prices.
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Ldn 2nd Month Sugar Futures

Prices weakened yesterday as moderate selling pressure triggered a close below the 675 support level; the

market closed at 666.20. The stochastics are falling, signalling a continuation of a bearish trend. The MACD is

positive and converging, and another bearish candle formation supports the market appetite for the downside.

However, yesterday’s dip in the market was not well bid and in order to confirm the change in trend on the

downside, prices need to break below the current support of 650 and then 10 DMA at 641.62. Conversely, a break

back above 675 could set the scene for a test of 690.20, the recent high. We expect prices to remain supported

above the 650 support level in the near term.



NY 2nd Month Coffee Futures

NY coffee gained ground yesterday as buying pressure triggered a close on the front foot at 194.40 after

resistance at 194.14 held firm. The stochastics are rising towards the overbought, as the MACD diff is positive

and diverging, highlighting the recent uptrend. The stochastics, however, are seen softening slightly while

overbought, which could suggest a pause in upside momentum in the near term. To confirm further gains, the

market needs to take out immediate resistance at 194.15. On the downside, if the support around the moving

averages at 180 breaks, we could see prices retreat back through to 171.85. A longer upper wick on Tuesday

points to the appetite for higher prices; however, futures need to take out the near-term resistance in order to

confirm the outlook on the upside.



Ldn 2nd Month Coffee Futures

Ldn coffee futures skyrocketed in recent sessions, and yesterday, the protracted buying pressure triggered a

close on the front foot at 2382, breaching August 2022 highs. The RSI is rising, while %K/%D are diverging on the

upside; both are overbought. The MACD diff is positive and diverging, outlining the recent market rally. On the

downside, a break back below the support level of 2300 could trigger losses back towards 10 DMA at 2245, and a

break below 2200 would confirm the outlook of lower prices in the longer term. On the upside, a break above 2400

could trigger gains through resistance towards 2415. The market rally has been strong, with three white soldiers'

formation confirming the strength of bull sentiment. We could see prices trend slightly higher today, confirmed by

long candle bodies and a longer upper wick.



NY 2nd Month Cocoa Futures

NY cocoa futures edged higher yesterday, breaking above resistance at 2900 and closing at 2930. The

stochastics are rising, with %K/%D just converging on the upside, and the MACD diff is positive and diverging

once again, sending a buy signal. The reaffirmation of support at 10 DMA at 2879 could set the scene for higher

prices back to test 2930. On the downside, futures need to break below the support of 10 DMA in order to end the

recent sessions’ upside trend. Indeed, the 10, 40 and 100 DMAs are providing robust support levels. Yesterday’s

candle confirms the appetite for higher prices, and a break above 2930 would reaffirm this.



Ldn 2nd Month Cocoa Futures

Ldn cocoa futures held their nerve yesterday, as intraday trading saw futures test appetite at 2200 once again.

This level held firm, and the future closed at 2190. The stochastics remain elevated in the overbought territory,

and the MACD diff is positive and flat, reaffirming the market’s comfort at current levels. To confirm the outlook for

higher prices, futures need to break above the resistance at 2200, which could set the scene for futures to take

out the 2220 level. On the downside, the market needs to take out the support of 2175 and then support at 2150.

The candle found support above these levels; however, a doji candle signals uncertainty about the outlook for

higher prices. We expect futures to remain flat today.

 

 

 

Risk warning
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